Montem Publishes Two New Comprehensive Buying Guides For
Essential Hiking Gear
Montem has created detailed and informative consumer advice for pocket blankets
and hiking sticks, helping those with a love for the outdoors get the best products
available.
Montem has created detailed and informative consumer advice for pocket blankets and hiking sticks,
helping those with a love for the outdoors get the best products available.New York, NY, United
States - March 14, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Hiking is becoming more popular as urban-raised
millennials develop a taste for adventure, and seeing the great wide world that lies beyond their high
walls. As a result, there is increasing demand for hiking equipment and accessories, to help people
make the most of the outdoors in a safe and easy way. Montem is a manufacturer of high quality
hiking gear, created by passionate hikers to make the activity more accessible to all. They have just
published two new and comprehensive buying guides, providing expert advice that can inform
consumer purchasing decisions.
Their first new guide, "How To Choose Trekking Poles And Hiking Staffs" aims to get to grips with
the support people use while hiking. Trekking poles can make walking far easier on the knees and
hips and enable people to walk farther, for longer. The guide offers a comprehensive breakdown of
the considerations consumers should make to identify and select a quality product that will serve
them well.
The second new guide, "How to Choose Camping Blankets and Outdoor Blankets - Expert Advice"
acts in a similar way, describing the components of a camping blanket, and analysing the entire
market to show people the most important elements they should seek to find in any product they
decide to purchase. Both guides are designed to give independent and actionable advice to
consumers.
A spokesperson for Montem explained, "We are very pleased to have introduced these two new
guides for the benefit of our regular blog readers. Hiking poles and blankets are an essential part of
any hiker's equipage, and so it was important that we ensure as many consumers as possible have
the right information to make informed choices. Our guides are full and comprehensive and written
by experienced, expert hikers. As such, we have provided information our readers can trust and rely
upon."
About Montem: Montem offer outdoor gear designed and developed by hikers, for hikers. Their
online store offers a broad range of different hiking and camping accessories, including hiking poles,
pocket blankets, dry bags, parts and spares. Montem's experienced team also offer comprehensive
advice and guidance via their regularly updated blog, designed to help loyal customers get the most
from their outdoor experiences.
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